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natalie Czech

HOMe OF DOrOTHeA AnD rUDOlF Zwirner
Rudolf Zwirner, legendary gallery owner, art dealer, and curator, and
Dorothea Zwirner, art historian and author, regularly use their private
residence in Berlin-Grunewald to put on (public) solo shows of younger
artists. They recently picked Natalie Czech, in whose poetic conceptual photographs image and word subtly dovetail. For this show, the
artist selected works from her series “Hidden Poems,” begun in 2010.
Nine pieces in various formats were distributed among several rooms
in the house, sometimes displayed in discreet proximity to
works from the couple’s private collection.
“Hidden Poems” takes the
notion of the literary found
object and combines it with
photography. Czech, who as a
reader has always taken a personal interest in the graphic
quality of short lyrical texts,
at first picked out a poem by
German author Rolf Dieter
Brinkmann in an art-magazine
article about Louise Lawler:
not directly as a quote but as a
concatenation of individual
words and letters scattered throughout the text. Czech marked these
elements with a purple highlighter; read in sequence, they spell out the
poem, just as if parasitical text had infiltrated the primary level of signification. For her photograph, she selected a particular detail of the
open magazine spread that also contains two illustrations.
These short poems by selected authors that appeared—apparently
by chance—in text/image constellations drawn from books and magazines (along with Brinkmann, the writers featured to date include
Robert Creeley, Frank O’Hara, e. e. cummings, Velimir Khlebnikov,
and Aram Saroyan) are language pictures in a double sense: Czech’s
photographs can be read as concrete or surrealist poetry and at the
same time can be understood as conceptual photography. For her, a text
in and of itself is already an image. The gesture of “hiddenness” she
stages from one text to the next is an ironic, poetic device. It implicitly
asserts that, for example, in A hidden poem by Aram Saroyan, 2012,
the poem “a man stands / on his / head one / minute— // then he / sit /
down all / different” already existed in its unexpected new context
beforehand, that its point of origin is the same as that of its containing
text. Of course, this is literally true: The words are there, the sequence
is correct. But does this suffice for us to say the poem itself was already
there? And if so, might there not be other poems “hidden” here as well?
Czech is fascinated by the notion of all the texts potentially present in
any text.

Natalie Czech,
A hidden poem
by Aram Saroyan,
2012, C-print,
16 3⁄4 x 21 5⁄8". From
the series “Hidden
Poems,” 2010–.
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Enclosure (Brasilia) 12, poetic fragment
2008–10, taken in Brazil’s strange familiarity
Supreme Court building hued mise-en-scèn
Accented by w
Thomas Florschuetz, designed by Oscar Niemeyer, presents a view out of the edifice. On the
reviews
Enclosure
(Brasilia) 12, left, gleaming metal poles are held together by red cords. Designed for
spraying against th
2008–10, C-print,
this piece—Delphi
72 x 89 3⁄4". herding visitors into neat lines, they seem both absurd and sculptural.
The view from the window is wonderfully distorted by the white mesh Elaine Scarry (all w
of the shades, which creates the effect of a painter’s canvas.
read (and felt) like
She found Saroyan’s lyrical passage in a newspaper article about the stately pillars still mark
Florschuetz is a photographer who loves detail. The series “Jets,” miraculously off th
cruise liner Costa Concordia, which hit a reef in early 2012 near the of this romantic ruin is
begun in 2007 and exhibited in Berlin in 2009, consists of close-up mind. As such, it su
Italian coast and capsized. Underlining the word fragments with a thin the ceiling for future li
photographs of old fighter aircraft. In his fragmentary views of these customary medium
blue felt-tip pen, she performs a minimalist intervention that gives the
Florschuetz’s photo
large, powerful machines, their very nearness conveys a visceral sense tioned volumes—in
black-and-white newspaper its only touch of color. The outer columns tory of modernism. He
of their size and material presence. Untitled (Jet) 45, 2008–2009, offers white page as an af
of text are cut off by the frame, and Czech shows the clipping on its tion as he is with his sp
a surgical look inside a jet engine. Amid an intricate lacework of tubes tion or architecton
side. By doing so, she has not only disrupted the normal flow of read- “how” and the “what”
and wires, sunlight seeps into the picture in two places, and you find literary imaginat
ing, but also gives the newspaper photo that takes up most of her pic- of a given work. I was l
you are looking out of the engine’s exhaust. This was the show’s only Bouquet’s expert em
ture a horizontal orientation; in this dramatic bird’s-eye-view shot of Museum. Though prec
photograph of anything other than a building or interior.
vergence of color
clouds, buildings, and coastline, the ship looks like a beached whale. on their documentary r
Three of the images were taken in Berlin’s Neues Museum, where brilliant stains an
This shift of perspective is much like the one in Saroyan’s poem, which Berlin museum. In the
Florschuetz was invited by the architect David Chipperfield to photo- both leave—thus
makes the man who’s does a headstand “sit / down all / different.”
building (or machine)
graph the complex renovation process that preceded the building’s larger literary-min
—Jens Asthoff tographer’s perspective
2009 reopening. The large triptych Enclosure (NM) 16, 2009–10, often embodied in
Translated from German by Oliver E. Dryfuss.
nated me most abou
shows a vaulted corridor receding into the distance, flanked by massive, filled books or sin
admiring, but also me
tion. Florschuetz’s clea
222 ArTFOrUM
put into perspective.
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Thomas Florschuetz,
closure (Brasilia) 12,
2008–10, C-print,
72 x 89 3⁄4".

Thomas Florschuetz
DieHl

For his exhibition “Durchsicht” (Vista), Thomas Florschuetz selected
seven photographs from several different series, yet perspective played
a central role in all of them. Also, many involved a tension between
a monumental aesthetic and everyday reality (or functionality). In
Untitled (Wonder Valley) #01, 2010, for instance, the open facade
of a ruined building reveals
a small window with a view
of a mountain landscape, a
glimpse of scenic beauty in
an otherwise unprepossessing picture. Here, perspective makes the image appear
less real; actual depth is
compressed and hence reads
as abstract.
Florschuetz has a knack
for finding sculptural or
painterly moments in architecture; this is where his perspective becomes distinctive.
Enclosure (Brasilia) 12,
2008–10, taken in Brazil’s
Supreme Court building
designed by Oscar Niemeyer, presents a view out of the edifice. On the
left, gleaming metal poles are held together by red cords. Designed for
herding visitors into neat lines, they seem both absurd and sculptural.
The view from the window is wonderfully distorted by the white mesh
of the shades, which creates the effect of a painter’s canvas.
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